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PUSSY RIOT FUCKS WITH PUTIN: Maria Alekhina, Ekaterina Samutsevich and 
Nadezhda Tolokonnikova, sentenced to two years after being convicted of hooliganism. 

 
Jenny Morrison and Conor Ryan of the International Socialist Group, UK 
wrote, on 16t August, 2012: “Amid the anti-Putin demonstrations of the last winter and 
spring, there began a series of flash gigs across Moscow performed by women in brightly 
coloured clashing clothes and their now trademark balaclavas. The balaclavas are not 
simply to mask their identity but are part of their ideology, signifying that anyone can be 
Pussy Riot, that Pussy Riot is an idea not individuals. Young, female and 
unapologetically feminist, Pussy Riot symbolise a new generation of resistance which can 
be seen through the Arab revolutions and resistance to austerity in Europe. They also 
embody a rising feminist consciousness, successfully linking social justice to feminism 
and feminism to social justice. The question they ask of women: Why are you not a 
feminist?” 
 

 
 
The Solano County Peace and Freedom Party joins the global protest against the 
Pussy Riot verdict and calls on the Russian authorities to overturn the court 
ruling and release the members of Pussy Riot immediately and unconditionally. 
Our Peace and Freedom Party Platform calls for a socialist government that will: 
“Provide uncensored government funding for ordinary people to create and 
enjoy art. " 
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DEMOCRACY, ECOLOGY, FEMINISM AND RACIAL EQUALITY. 
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